
Let’s Talk about Jesus
(Jesus the Messiah) 

Part Forty-Three 
“Giving up your Burdens” 

 Matthew 11:27-30

Introduction

 1. If  you have burdens, Jesus is ____________ _______.

 2. If  you have burdens, Jesus will _________ _______. 

 3. If  you have burdens, ________ ________ _____ Jesus. 

 Conclusion
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Home Group Homework
For the week of  January 28, 2018

GETTING TO KNOW ME:
 • What pets have you had in your life?

REVIEW:
What stood out to you from the weekend’s message? 

DIGGING DEEPER:
We are diving back into group not long after we began our dive back into 
Matthew. We’re in a new section we have called: Finding Freedom and 
we’re dealing with the issue of  burdens we all carry with us.
 • Read: Matthew 11:28-30. 

We all have baggage that we carry. Some people carry it better than 
others and some just hide it better than others. Jesus is here to remind us 
that He is bigger than all our burdens.

 1. What are some “common” burdens people deal with in our culture?

 2. While there is a broader truth to Jesus’ ability to handle our burdens, 
He is specifically talking about salvation in this text. How do people 
try to earn their salvation apart from Jesus?  
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The homework is now available to do and save on the MPCC App! 
Click: Connect – Adults – Home Groups – Date (of  homework)

Follow MPCC Home Groups on Instagram: mpcchomegroups  
Share pictures of  your group! #mpcchomegroups

  a. Why do you think people strive to earn salvation on their own 
 and live with that burden on their shoulders?

 3. What is the difference between “living right” to earn salvation and 
“living right” because we have salvation through Jesus’ death on the 
cross?

 4. How can we apply Jesus’ words beyond the scope of  salvation and 
into the burdens of  our daily lives?

 5. What makes people hold onto their burdens? Why not bring them to 
Jesus or share them with a friend to be lifted up in prayer?

 6. What does it mean to bring your burdens to Jesus? This is something 
heard in the church but rarely explained.

 7. Jesus says in verse 29, we will find rest. What does this mean for 
our life on this earth, not just eternal life in heaven?

APPLICATION:
 1. Make a list of  burdens you have been carrying.

  a. What are some steps you can take daily to hand these  
 over to God?

PRAYER REQUESTS:

 


